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Abstract 
 
 Erysiphe necator, commonly known as grape powdery mildew, is an obligately biotophic 
fungus that devastates the grape crops worldwide. Little is known as to how the fungus circumvents 
a plant’s basal defense, but it is believed that small effector proteins are secreted by fungal 
haustoria (feeding structures) into the cytoplasm of plant epidermal cells. Thus, the effector 
proteins and the host processes with which they interact likely determine whether powdery mildew 
infects successfully or not.  The goal of this study was to use bioinformatics tools to identify 
candidate effector proteins that are specific to haustoria. A de novo reference transcriptome was 
assembled from epiphytic tissues of E. necator. Alignment of RNA-Seq reads from infected leaves 
to reference genomes of the Vitis vinifera host and E. necator pathogen along with the epiphytic 
transcriptome enabled the identification of 102 candidate effector proteins. A majority of these 
proteins, specifically expressed in the haustoria, were homologous to known effectors, particularly 
EKA effectors. This novel approach enables us to study the expression, translocation, and function 
of haustoria-specific effectors, to better understand the mechanistic basis of disease.    
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Introduction 
Powdery Mildew Biology 
 
 Erysiphe necator (syn. Uncinula necator), commonly known as grape powdery mildew, is 
one of the most economically noteworthy fungal pathogens.  As an obligately biotrophic fungus, 
powdery mildew is dependent on a living host in order to survive and reproduce.1 Therefore, it 
attacks all green tissue of Vitis spp. by suppressing the plant’s defense responses. Vitis vinifera, 
the most commonly cultivated grapevines, is particularly susceptible to powdery mildew outbreaks 
resulting in a loss of crop quality and yield. As a result, the wine, juice, raisin, and table grape 
industries worldwide have been severely economically impacted, creating a need to curtail 
powdery mildew’s devastating effects. In order to do so, a better understand the pathogen’s 
genetics is essential. 
 The E. necator lifestyle is primarily accomplished through asexual reproduction, or 
conidiation. When a powdery mildew conidium comes into contact with the host tissue, the 
conidiospore germinates to form a primary hypha terminating in an appressorium. The 
appressorium forms a penetration peg, a specialized type of hyphae, to breach the host’s cuticle 
and cell wall (Figure 1).2 An haustorium expands from the penetration peg into an individual 
epidermal cell, allowing for the exchange of signals and nutrients between the host and pathogen. 
It is important to note that the fungus does not kill the plant; instead, it only weakens the plant as 
the powdery mildew is dependent on a living organism. The exchange of signals and nutrients not 
only aids the pathogen’s ability to circumvent the plant’s basal defense responses, but it also 
facilitates rapid expansion of the powdery mildew colony as superficial hyphae on the host surface, 
with additional haustoria throughout the colony.2  Once a colony is established to a sufficient 
hyphal density3, conidiation is initiated by the formation of upright stalks, known as conidiphores, 
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perpendicular to the leaf surface. At the distal end of each conidiophore, conidia are produced and 
become airborne to spread to adjacent green tissues or other vines, where the asexual lifecycle is 
repeated. Each conidiophore produces one conidium per day, pushing the previous day’s conidium 
away from the leaf surface and forming a pseudochain of conidia.  
 
Figure 1.  Powdery mildew on Vitis vinifera illustrating infection and development after 72 
hours of pathogen inoculation. The penetration peg (A) and haustoria (B, C) can be viewed.2 
 
 Since powdery mildew is able to withstand a wide range of climates, it has been detrimental 
to grape production worldwide. To understand the host-pathogen interaction, it is crucial to be able 
to study the underlying genetics. Powdery mildew, however, cannot be grown in vitro; rather, it is 
dependent on a living plant. Thus, for genetic analysis targeted at the fungus, the powdery mildew 
must first be separated from the host plant. Only the haustoria interacts directly with the plant; the 
remaining pathogen structures are external to the host.3 In order to separate the fungal tissues from 
the plant, Cadle-Davidson, et al., devised a procedure using nail polish.4 By coating the infected 
leaf with nail polish and peeling the surface back, all external fungal tissue can be separated from 
the leaf for further genetic analysis (Figure 2).4 As a result, unprecedented insight into the biology 
at the molecular level can be offered for the external portion of the pathogen. However, the feeding 
structure that is required for a successful infection remains in the host epidermis. Consequently, 
we are not able to understand the entire biological picture due to current limitations.  
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Figure 2.  Powdery mildew structures observed after nail polish peel including hypha (Hy), 
conidium (Co), conidiophore (Cp) and appressorium (Ap). It is important to note that the 
haustorium is not observed in the peel and is believed to remain in the plant leaf.4 
 
Biological importance of Haustoria 
 
Although little is known genetically about the grapevine powdery mildew’s infection 
structure, the haustorium, it is believed that this structure is responsible not only for circumventing 
a host’s defense, but also for reprogramming the host’s metabolic flow. In order to better 
understand this complex role, we can look at a genetically similar organism, Blumeria graminis 
f.sp. hordei (Bgh), or barley powdery mildew (Figure 3).   
 
Figure 3.  Evolutionary similarities between powdery mildews from grapevine and barley 
illustrates why it is effective to compare Erysiphe necator from grapevine and Blumeria 
graminis f.sp. hordei from barley for genetic similarities.5 
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The Bgh genome has been well studied, with the reference genome manually annotated 
and published in 2010.1 In 2013, a comprehensive analysis identified 491 candidate secreted 
effector proteins (CSEPs).6 The majority of these genes were expressed solely in the haustoria. It 
is believed that these effector proteins weaken the plant’s response, thus causing minor damage 
to the plant over time. It is not known, however, whether these effector proteins “actively divert 
host metabolism or whether nutrients flow to the pathogen due to disarmed host cells.”7 Thus, by 
identifying CSEPs in grapevine powdery mildew, we can further our understanding of this 
parasitic relationship.  
 
 
 
Figure 4. Haustoria penetrate the cell wall and interfere with the cell’s function through a 
complex and poorly understood secretory pathway. The haustoria is the only portion of the 
fungus that directly interacts with the plant. All other fungus structures are on the surface of the 
plant.7  
 
RNA-Sequencing 
 
  The Central Dogma states that genes are transcribed into messenger ribonucleic acid 
(mRNA), which is then translated into a protein. The transcriptome, a cell’s omnibus of RNA 
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transcripts, only represents a small portion of the genome; however, it provides fundamental 
information as to what genes are active in particular cells at a given time. Thus, by comparing 
different cell type’s transcriptomes, scientists gain a deeper understanding “of what constitutes a 
specific cell type, how that type of cell normally functions, and how changes in the normal level 
of gene activity may reflect or contribute to disease.”8   RNA-Seq, also known as “Whole 
Transcriptome Shotgun Sequencing,” is a newly developed sequence-based approach to analyze a 
cell’s transcriptome.  
RNA-Seq enables us to directly determine the sequence of complementary DNA (cDNA). 
First, a library of cDNA fragments is created based off of the RNA. Various DNA Sequencing 
technologies, such as Illumina or SOLiD, are then used to obtain fragment reads.9 The length of 
the fragment read varies depending on the sequencing technique used; in general the length is 
between 30 to 400 base pairs.9 These fragment reads are then either compared to the reference 
genome or used for de novo assembly. In theory, expression levels can be directly calculated by 
simply mapping sequence reads to the reference genome and quantifying the number of reads per 
gene, often normalized by the length of each gene and the number of reads mapped.9 Consequently, 
expression levels can be directly compared across several samples to determine which genes are 
differentially expressed.  
Differential gene expression is straightforward when a reference genome is available. If, 
however, the organism does not have an assembled genome, a de novo assembly of a transcriptome 
is required. Until recently, no genome had been published for E. necator, but as the fungus is 
ecologically and evolutionary important, development of such resources is warranted. In 2014, 
Jones et al. published a partial genome assembly covering nearly all of the gene space.5 They 
estimated that the powdery mildew genome is roughly 126 ± 18 megabase pairs (Mb) in size; 
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however, the assembled published genome was only 52.5 Mb.5  This discrepancy is likely due to 
the fact that the genome include is comprised of 62.9 ± 3% repetitive elements, including 
transposable elements.5 While the genome is a key step to better understanding the fungi’s 
underlying genetics, a transcriptome would also be beneficial. Eukaryotic genomes are comprised 
of noncoding intergenic and intragenic regions (introns) which are not translated into protein 
products. Consequently, a transcriptome, which does not include these noncoding regions, 
simplifies the genetic puzzle. Currently, there is no published powdery mildew transcriptome.  
RNA-Seq is extremely useful in these instances as it provides a cost effective means of 
obtaining the genetically relevant information. After constructing the transcriptome with the help 
of publically available transcriptome assembly software, the reads from various samples can then 
be aligned to the assembly. Transcripts that have different read representations across samples are 
reported as differentially expressed and considered areas of interest. Relationships among the 
differentially expressed genes can then be analyzed to get a global biological overview. 
 
Bioinformatics Tools 
 
 Trinity is a widely used tool to generate de novo transcriptomes. Developed at the Broad 
Institute and the Hebrew University, Trinity is a publically available software package written in 
Perl.10 De novo assembly searches for the shortest common sequence between a set of reads. As a 
result, the algorithm is complex and very computationally intensive, making it an NP-hard (non-
deterministic polynomial-time) problem. In order to make this problem more manageable, graph 
theory techniques are employed by the Trinity algorithm. Additionally, three independent software 
modules are combined. 
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 First, Inchworm deconstructs the Illumina reads (here, 100 base pairs each) into k-mers. In 
other words, the reads are broken down into smaller fragments, usually of size 25, using a sliding 
window to force overlap between k-mers.10 Breaking the reads down into k-mers is essential 
because it allows for an unbiased representation of the transcriptome. That is to say, when the reads 
are broken down, regions of high and low coverage should be represented equally. Next, Chrysalis 
constructs a de Bruijn graph in which the k-mers are represented as nodes. Two nodes connect if 
they have common overlapping nucleotides. The strength of the overlap is crucial for determining 
the final transcriptome path.10 Lastly, Butterfly traverses the graph determining the most probable 
path based on the overlap strength. The Trinity assembler generates one fasta file output containing 
the assembled transcripts. 
 As previously mentioned, the de novo assembly is extremely computationally intensive. 
Constructing the de Bruijn graph requires an extensive amount of resources as the total graph size 
is based on the size of the organism’s genome.  For powdery mildew, the expected transcriptome 
size is roughly 30 Mb; consequently, the de Bruijn graph will have millions of nodes.11 Secondly, 
traversing through the graph is a memory intensive process and becomes increasingly more 
difficult as the number of reads increases.11  
Once the transcriptome is generated, an aligning tool can be used to map reads back to the 
assembled transcriptome. This allows us to measure gene expression levels by correlating depth 
of coverage with expression intensity, thus answering important biological questions.  Developed 
at Johns Hopkins University, TopHat is a widely used read mapper.12 First the transcriptome is 
stored in a hash table with index lookups, known as the bowtie index. TopHat then uses an 
independent software, Bowtie, to quickly map reads to the reference transcriptome. Bowtie is 
considered to be a fast mapping tool because it makes use of the Burrows-Wheeler Transform 
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method (BWT).12 This algorithm traverses a pre-built prefix/suffix tree based on the bowtie 
indexes to determine which reads map. Tophat then builds a seed table from the unmappable reads 
and utilizes another alignment method, the Seed and Extend.12 The reads are broken down into 
smaller segments, or seeds. If a seed matches an aforementioned index, it is extended to ensure an 
accurate match has been discovered. While this method often takes longer to derive the results, it 
generally allows for more accurate alignments. Thus, TopHat efficiently and accurately aligns 
reads to the reference transcriptome. 
In order to gain a better understanding of how powdery mildew circumvents a plant’s basal 
defense, an experiment was designed to determine what genes are specifically expressed in the 
haustorium, RNA samples from whole leaves infected with one of five genetically distinct isolates 
were collected at post-conidiation (6 day post inoculation, dpi) for RNA-Seq using an Illumina 
GA HiSeq sequencer with paired-end reads. To enable the analysis, a reference transcriptome 
representing epiphytic tissue of E. necator isolate G14 was assembled for read alignment and 
quantification. We tested the hypothesis that subtractive alignment of reads from infected whole 
leaves to the V. vinifera reference and to this epiphytic G14 reference transcriptome would enable 
identification of haustoria-specific genes. The approach was further modified based on our 
findings.  
Methods and Materials 
 
The original workflow of this thesis is illustrated in Figure 5. Data were analyzed using a 
USDA Linux machine with 24 cores, 32 gigabytes of Randomly Accessed Memory (RAM) and a 
three terabytes hard drive (HDD). Memory intensive programs were run using a USDA Linux 
machine with 64 cores, 516 gigabytes RAM and a 13 terabyte HDD.  
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Figure 5. Designed workflow for assembling a haustoria-specific transcriptome. Since this is a 
novel approach, a contingency plan was developed to identify effector proteins specifically 
expressed in haustoria.  
 
Trinity de novo Transcriptome Assembly 
 
 Erysiphe necator isolate G14 was collected in 2007 from Vitis hybrid ‘Rosette’ in Geneva, 
NY. G14 was grown on susceptible leaves of V. vinifera cv. Chardonnay and separated from leaf 
tissue by embedding in nail polish and peeling prior to total RNA isolation. Strand-specific cDNA 
was prepared from mRNA13 and sequenced using an Illumina GA HiSeq sequencer with paired-
end 2x100 reads. Before transcriptome assembly, the reads needed to be processed in order to 
remove low quality reads and optimize high quality reads.  First, a baseline quality of the Illumina 
reads was determined using FastQC v0.10.1. Written in Java at Babraham Institute, this publically 
available quality control software provides an effective means for evaluating the quality of raw 
reads by providing a quick overview of the sequence data. The forward and reverse reads were 
assessed simply by running FastQC and supplying both an input and output file.  
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 Developed by the Hannon Lab at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory in 2008, the FastX-Tool 
Kit was used to ensure only quality reads were used to generate the transcriptome. Reads were 
filtered based on quality and overrepresented sequences were removed using the specific programs 
outlined in Table 1. In order to determine the effectiveness of filtering, a grep analysis was 
performed before and after filtering. Each Illumina read has a flag associated with it stating 
whether the read is high or low quality. A high quality read is flagged with 1:N, whereas a low 
quality read is flagged with 1:Y. Thus, the goal of filtering is to discard low quality reads while 
retaining high quality reads. 
 
Table 1. Quality control pipeline. Filtring tool utilized from the FastX-Tool Kit (Hannon Lab, 
2008) for quality control purposes. Cutadapt was developed by Marcel Martin (MIT, 2011). 
Program Purpose Version Parameters 
Fastq_quality_filter Filters reads based on quality; 
requires 90% of bases to have score 
of 25 + 
0.0.13. - q 25 
- p 90 
- v 
-Q 33 
Cutadapt Removes overrepresented sequenes; 
requires trimmed reads to be greater 
than 25 bp 
1.2.1 -a adapter sequence 
- m 25 
-O 6 
 
  
With the G14 reference reads processed, we needed to first validate that the source of the 
reads was in fact powdery mildew and that there was no V. vinifera contamination. As previously 
discussed, the powdery mildew intricately attaches to the host through the haustorium to gain 
access to vital nutrients.  To target E. necator for RNA-Seq analysis, the pathogen was separated 
from the host by nail polish prior to RNA isolation. Due to the nature of this gentle process and 
possible contamination by grape leaf tissue, the RNA-Seq reads were aligned to the Vitis vinifera 
genome to ensure we were working with a pure fungal sample. Bowtie_2 was used to generate 
bowtie indexes from the published grape genome. Next, the reads were aligned using TopHat 
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version 2.0.9. Since the reads were paired, both the forward and reverse data files were supplied 
as parameters. The TopHat output summary revealed alignment statistics.  
Once we were certain the sample was not contaminated with grape cDNA, the 
transcriptome was generated using Trinity release 2013-02-25.  Developed at the Broad Institute 
and the Hebrew University, Trinity is a publically available software package written in Perl. As 
previously mentioned, de novo assembly searches for the shortest common sequence between a 
set of reads. After the transcriptome was generated based on the command line arguments specified 
in Table 2, TrinityStats.pl was used to generate quality statistics. Additionally, the 
align_reads_to_assembly perl script was used to align reads back to the assembly to assess the 
quality of the assembly. Based on the results, the effect of an additional parameter, the 
jaccard_clip, was also tested. Statistical analysis was performed on all assemblies. 
 
Table2. Trinity parameters utilized. **Note: Jaccard_clip parameter was not used in every 
assembly, only when specified.13 
Parameter Description 
--seqType fq The inputed sequence was in fastq format 
--JM 20 G Jellyfish used 20 G of memory 
--full_cleanup Only retain fasta transcriptome output 
--left [reads_R1] Left supplied reads (for paired end) 
--right [reads_R2] Right supplied reads (for paired end) 
--CPU 40 No. of CPUs to use 
--bflyCPU 15 Butterfly used 15 CPUs 
--jaccard_clip** Used in fungal genomes to reduce fusions 
 
 A reference transcriptome of G14 had previously been constructed using 454-FLX 
sequencing of normalized cDNA library.14 In order to compare the Trinity assembly with the 
aforementioned Mira assembly, three published powdery mildew genes were queried using 
BLAST against the proposed assemblies (Table 3).  
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Table 3. Gene descriptions for published powdery mildew genes. These three genes are well 
characterized and important to biological function. 
Gene ID Gene Description 
AY074934.1 Tubulin β chain gene 
U72658.2 Eburicol 14-α-demethylase 
HQ244436.1 SLA2 
  
 
First, the Mira assembled and Trinity assembled transcriptomes were made into BLAST 
databases using the makeblastdb command. A query file was then constructed in fasta format with 
the three known powdery mildew genes. Blastn was then run with the query file and both 
transcriptomes. A threshold for the percent identity was set to 92%; this was a conservative number 
meaning only results that were 92% similar would be reported. The results were analyzed to see 
what percent of the genes each transcriptome covered.  
 
Haustoria Assembly 
 
 In order to assemble a haustoria-specific transcriptome, total RNA was extracted from 
whole-leaf and peel samples six days post inoculation (dpi) for five isolates: LNYM, NY1-137, 
Musc4, RoAwmus3, and NY19. Multiplexed, RNA-seq libraries were prepared and submitted for 
single end, Illumina HiSeq, which resulted in 15M reads per sample. Similar to the transcriptome 
assembly, the reads were first processed through a series of quality control steps. Reads were 
demultiplexed based on a six nucleotide barcode, which was subsequently removed (Table 4). 
Reads were then filtered, and overrespresented sequeneces were removed as described in Table 1. 
The reads were now considered to be clean. After the raw reads were processed, a FastQC report 
was generated for both the raw and clean reads to validate that quality control measures were 
effective.  
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Table 4. Tools utilized from the FastX-Tool Kit. Mention where these tools came from (Hannon 
Lab) 
Program Purpose Version Parameters 
Fastx_barcode_splitter.pl Demultiplexes the reads based on 
6 nucleotide barcode 
0.0.13 -suffix fq 
-exact 
-BOL 
Fastx_trimmer Removes aformentioned barcodes 
after reads are demulitplexed 
0.0.13 -Q 33 
-f 7 
 
Fastqc Statistical analysis to determine 
the quality of reads 
0.11.2  
 
 The clean reads were then aligned to the Vitis vinifera genome (Figure 5). A bowtie index 
for V. vinifera was constructed by supplying the genome in fasta format to bowtie2 version 2.1.0.  
A program, tophat.sh, was then written to align all clean read files to the grapevine genome using 
the TopHat aligner with three threads (-p 3). This generated two files: mapped.bam and 
unmapped.bam. The reads that did not map to the grapevine genome (unmapped.bam files) were 
of interest as these files should include all genes expressed in E. necator, including genes specific 
to the haustoria. The unmapped.bam files were converted back into FastQC format using 
SamToFastq.jar (Table 5).  
 
Table 5. SamToFastq.jar (version 1.130) parameters used. Developed by the Broad Institute. 
Parameter Description 
-jar /picard_tools_1.109/SamToFastq.jar Jar file  
-INPUT = [unmapped.bam file] Bam file to be converted to fastq 
-FASTQ = [unmapped.fastq file] Fastq file generated (single end or R1 reads for paired 
end) 
-SECOND_END_FASTQ = 
[unmapped_R2.fastq file] ** 
R2 fastq file generated for paired end reads only  
-VALIDATION_STRINGENCY = SILENT Improves performance when a bam file is the input 
(instead of a .sam file) 
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 The converted fastq files were then aligned to the Mira assembled powdery mildew 
transcriptome. The same procedure was followed for the powdery mildew alignment, and again, 
the unmapped.bam file was of interest, as these include E. necator genes specific to the haustoria, 
or not expressed epiphytically. This was again converted back to fastq format (Table 5). Lastly, 
the same procedure was followed to align the reads to a known containment, Pseudozyma 
flocculosa, again using the modified tophat.sh script.15 
 The reads that did not map to Vitis vinifera, powdery mildew epiphytic transcriptome or 
Pseudozyma flocculosa were expected to contain haustoria-specific genes. All single-end reads 
and R1 paired-end reads were concatenated into a single R1 file per isolate using the cat Linux 
command. Similarly, all R2 paired-end reads were concatenated into a single R2 file per isolate. 
This was a necessary step because we can only supply the Trinity assembler with one right and 
left read file.  Trinity assemblies for all five isolates were generated using the parameters stated in 
table 2. For two isolates, LNYM and NY1-137, the Jaccard clip parameter was also tested. The 
generated haustoria transcriptome fasta files were parsed to obtain the transcript lengths. Statistical 
analysis was performed in Microsoft Excel.  
In addition, the haustoria transcriptomes of the LNYM and NY1-137 isolates were aligned 
to all five published E. necator genomes5 using TopHat. The haustoria transcriptomes of the 
LNYM, NY1-137 and Musc4 isolate were queried using BLAST against the C-strain published 
powdery mildew genome. In order to do this a BLAST database was generated for the C-strain 
genome using makeblastdb. Blastn was then used to analyze significant hits using the parameters 
listed in Table 6.  Lastly, fastq_species_detector.sh was used to analyze what species the remaining 
reads were mapping to. The fastq species detector uniformly samples 500 reads from the file and 
reports the species with the highest e-value BLAST score. 
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Table 6. BLASTn parameters used to generate the top hit based on e-value.  
Parameter Description 
-best_hit_score_edge 0.05 Accepted value to improve blastn 
-best_hit_overhang 0.25 Accepted valued to improve blastn 
-max_target_seqs 1 Allows for only one result with highest e-value 
-num_threads 5 Speeds up the process by increasing the number of threads to 5 
-outfmt 6 Outputs results in tab delaminated format 
 
Effector Protein Isolation 
 
 In order to identify haustoria-specific genes, such as effector proteins, the following 
workflow was developed for the LNYM isolate (Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6. Designed pipeline in order to isolate haustoria-specific effector proteins. 
 
 First, all paired end reads needed to be synchronized. Developed by Martin Vermaat, 
sync_paired_end_reads.py is a python script that generates files ordering read one and read two. 
The original unsynchronized reads were supplied as parameters.  
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 The C-strain reference genome (.fasta file) was supplied by Dario Cantu 
(http://cantulab.github.io/data.html).5 This was initally edited in vi to unclude the provided 
functional annotation in the transcript names for later ease of identification. A program, 
isolation.py, was written to streamline the process in figure 6 (Table 7). The synchronozed fastq 
files were first mapped to the published genome. The resulting .sam file was separated into mapped 
and unmapped reads. The mapped reads were converted back to fastq format and re-synchronized. 
Next, the reads that aligned to the genome were aligned to the Mira assembled epiphytic 
transcriptome.  
 
Table 7. Programs utilized in the isolation.py python program. The workflow was highly 
repetitive; therefore, reads were synchronzed, aligned to the genome or transcriptome, separated 
into mapped and unmapped files and then converted to fastq.  
 
Program Parameters Purpose 
Sync_paired_end_reads.py <original fastq file> 
<reads_R1> 
<reads_R2> 
Synchronizes paired ends 
reads so that read one in R1 
file coordinated with read one 
in R2 file 
Bowtie2 <reference genome/transcriptome> 
-1 <R1 file> 
-2 <R2 file> 
-S <sam output> 
Aligns reads to the supplied 
fasta file and produces a .sam 
output 
Sammtools view -b  
-f 4 
<sam output file> 
>unmapped_file.sam 
Parses sam output file and 
generates a sam file cotaining 
only unmapped reads 
Samtools view -b 
-F 4 
<sam output file> 
>mapped_file.sam 
Parses sam output file and 
generates a sam file 
containing only mapped reads 
SamToFastq.jar Listed in table X. Converts .sam file back to 
.fastq file 
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 The reads that did not map to the C-strain genome were analyzed using the aformentioned 
fastq_species_detector.sh. Again, this uniformly samples 500 reads from the file and reports the 
species with the highest e-value BLAST score.  
 The two files we were most interested in were the reads that mapped to the C-strain but did 
not map to the epiphytic transcriptome. A program, find_annotations.pl, was written to identify 
the functional annotation of the C-strain mapped reads and quantify how many reads map to each 
gene. This allows for a naïve sense of read depth for each transcript. This file was then considered 
the master file. Another program, calc_trans_length.pl, was written to calculate the transcript 
lengths for all the annotation transcripts in the C-strain reference genome. Summary statistics and 
a transcript length distribution were generated in R.  
 Next, the reads that mapped to the C-strain reference genome but did not map to the 
epiphytic transcriptome were analyzed. A Perl program, read_name.pl, was written to associate 
the functional annotation to these isolated reads and calculate the number of reads mapping. A file 
was generated that contained only unique reads in order to reduce redundancy. Again the transcript 
lengths were calculated and summary statistics and length distribution was generated in R.  
 In order to more accurately identify which genes are completely absent from the Mira 
assembled epiphytic transcriptome, the aforementioned master file and the sam files were utilized. 
A program was written to determine which genes were partially assembled in the epiphytic Mira 
assembly and which genes were completely absent from the epiphytic Mira assembly. The files 
were compared to determine which genes had hits in both the mapped C-strain sam file and the 
unmapped epiphytic transcriptome sam file. If a gene was identified in both of these files, it was 
assumed to be partially assembled. If a gene was identified in the C-strain sam file but not in the 
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unmapped epiphytic transcriptome sam file, it was determined to be completely absent from the 
epiphytic transcriptome. A density plot was generated in R illustrating this concept.  
 A NCBI Conserved Domain database search (CDS) was performed on the genes annotated 
as “hypothetical” or “N/A.” The unidentified genes were uploaded to the online platform in 
FASTA format. Default settings were used with a significance threshold of α = 0.05 (Figure 7).  
 
 
Figure 7.  NCBI CDS default settings used to identify a domain associated with unannotated genes 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi). 
 
Results 
 
Transcriptome Assembly 
 
 The 164 million paired-end raw reads were processed for downstream analysis to ensure 
that the majority of the reads were of high quality. Grep analysis provided an in-depth glance of 
the read quality (Table 8). An overwhelming majority of the high quality, N-flagged, reads were 
kept, whereas a negligable amount of low quality, Y-flagged, reads proceeded forward. A total of 
140 million clen reads resulted from this quality control pipeline. 
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Table 8. Grep analysis of read quality before and after quality control procedure 
Read Quality flag Pre-filtering reads (#) Post-filtering reads (#) 
N 152,889,015 139,732,689 
Y 11,085,077 265,346 
 
 The reads were then aligned to the Vitis vinifera genome to ensure that no contamination 
was present. Using TopHat, a negligible amount of reads (0.001%) aligned to the grape genome; 
however these reads likely represent genes conserved trans-kingdom and would better align to a 
fungal genome. Based on these results, we are confident that the sample is pure.  
Using the140 million G14 clean reads, two transcriptomes were assembled: one with and 
one without the Jaccard_clip option. The assembled transcriptome without the Jaccard_clip option 
generated 26,252 components, or genes, with 84,613 transcripts. Thus, an average of 3.22 isoforms 
were predicted per gene. In contrast, the transcriptome assembled with the Jaccard_clip option 
generated 32,134 components with only 35,578 transcripts. This predicts an average of 1.11 
isoforms per gene.  
Moreover, the N50 value between the two transcriptomes is an interesting comparison. The 
N50 value indicates that at least 50 percent of the assembled length is contained in this size contig 
or larger. The N50 value for the transcriptome without the Jaccard_clip is 3,956bp, whereas it is 
only 640bp for the other transcriptome. The extremely high value for the transcriptome without 
the Jaccard_clip indicates that distinct transcripts are possibly being combined into one, 
improbable contig. This information supports using the Jaccard_clip, as it was designed to prevent 
chimeric assembly of multiple transcripts. 
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Furthermore, the paired reads were aligned back to each transcriptome in order to further 
evaluate the assemblies (Table 9). In both instances, the percent of proper pairs was high, above 
85%. Similarly, the percent of improper pairs was low, less than 0.5%. This is ideal as we want 
both read pairs to align to a single contig and point toward each other. What is concerning, 
however, is that the 140 million clean reads mapped to 919,154,616 sites in the non-Jaccard_clip 
transcriptome. Thus, each read mapped to an average of 6.7 sites, signifying inflated mapping.  
This is in contrast to the Jaccard_clip assembly, in which each read mapped to an average of 1.7 
sites. This further supports evidence of chimeric assembly in the non-Jaccard_clip transcriptome.  
 
Table 9.  Alignment of reads back to the transcriptome without the Jaccard_clip (a) and with the 
Jaccard_clip (b)  
 
To be even more confident in proceeding with the Jaccard_clip transcriptome, statistical 
analysis was compared to prior transcriptome assembly work. In 2012, an assembly was attempted 
with Trinity using the same G14 sample.14 However, even on a 48-core Linux machine with 512 
Gb of RAM, an assembly could not be computed within a reasonable time frame for the 
approximately 80 Gb read files. As a result, the data was partitioned into the first 5.75 million 
paired reads and the first 11.5 million paired reads.14 Assemblies were generated with and without 
the Jaccard_clip for each fraction, resulting in four assemblies. The results are summarized below 
(Table 10).    
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Table 10. Statistical analysis of six different Trinity transcriptome assemblies 
 
A – Trinity assembly of 5.75M paired-end Illumina reads with Jaccard_clip14 
B – Trinity assembly of 5.75M paired-end Illumina reads without Jaccard_clip14 
C – Trinity assembly of 11.5M paired-end Illumina reads with Jaccard_clip14 
D – Trinity assembly of 11.5M paired-end Illumina reads without Jaccard_clip14 
E – Trinity assembly of 140M paired-end Illumina reads with Jaccard_clip 
F – Trinity assembly of 140M paired- end Illumina reads without Jaccard_clip 
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 The leading Trinity assembly (140M paired-end Illumina reads with Jaccard_clip) and 
previously mentioned Mira assembly were compared in order to determine which transcriptome 
to proceed forward with (Table 11).  The annotated Bgh and E. necator genomes predicte a total 
transcriptome length of roughly 14 Mb and 12 Mb, compared to the 25.6Mb and 11.1Mb 
transcriptomes obtained here.  
 
Table 11. Statistical summary of the two leading transcriptomes 
 
A- Mira assembly using Roche 454 reads from normalized cDNA14 
B- Trinity assembly with Jaccard_clip option using Illumina HiSeq reads from non-
normalized cDNA 
 
In order to best determine which assembled a higher percent of a gene in the fewest number 
of transcripts, the transcriptomes were queried using BLAST against 3 published genes. The 
Trinity assembly typically required more transcripts (contigs) to cover the same or less of the gene. 
(Table 12, Figure 8).  
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Table 12. Summary of blast results to 3 known PM genes. Gene descriptions are located in table 
3. The percent covered refers to what percent the assembled transcripts covered the published gene 
(with 100% being perfect). The number of transcripts refers to how many contigs make up one 
gene.  
 
(A) Mira Assembly 
Gene Percent Covered No. of Transcripts 
AY074934.1 78.35 1 
U72658.2 100 1 
HQ244436.1 96.82 3 
 
(B) Trinity Assembly 
Gene Percent Covered No. of Transcripts 
AY074934.1 82.25 2 
U72658.2 87.62 3 
HQ244436.1 93.84 5 
 
 
Figure 8. Visual representation of table 12. The solid black line represents a known, published 
gene (table 3). The red lines correspond to Mira assembles transcripts. The blue lines correspond 
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to Trinity assembled transcripts. (a) Tubulin beta chain gene, AY074334.1, (b) Eburicol 14-α-
demethylase gene, U72658.2, (c) SLA-2 gene, HQ244436.1 
 
Haustoria Transcriptome Assembly 
 
 First, the raw reads for all five isolates were processed. On average, 19% of the raw reads 
were lost throughout the quality control steps. The quality score plot illustrates that the overall 
quality of the reads increased after quality control (Figure 9).  
 
Figure 9.  FastQC quality distributions of raw reads (a) and clean reads (b).   
 
 The clean reads were aligned to databases representing V. vinifera genome, epiphytic E. 
necator Mira transcriptome, and a known contaminant genome (Table 13). On average, 74.3% of 
the reads aligned to V. vinifera. Of the reads that did not align to V. vinifera, 41.9% aligned to the 
epiphytic E. necator transcriptome (10.7 of the total reads), and no reads aligned to the known 
contaminant. Thus, on average 15.0% of the original reads did not align to V. vinifera or powdery 
mildew and were used to assemble the haustoria transcriptomes. The NY19 isolate had the highest 
percentage of reads remaining, as it had the fewest reads aligning to both V. vinifera and powdery 
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mildew. On the other hand,  the LNYM isolate had the lowest percentage of reads remaining, as it 
had the highest percentage of reads aligning to the powdery mildew transcriptome (Table 13). 
 
Table 13. Alignment rates for workflow illustrated in Figure 5, calculated as percent of total clean 
reads. The reads remaining were used to assemble the haustoria transcriptome.  
Isolate Vitis  
Alignment (%) 
E. necator  
Alignment (%) 
Contaminant 
 Alignment (%) 
Reads 
 Remaining (%) 
NY19 69.52 12.12 0 18.36 
LNYM 73.88 13.52 0 12.59 
Musc4 78.10 9.19 0 12.71 
NY1-137 73.93 12.85 0 13.22 
RoAwmus3 75.95 6.47 0 17.58 
 
 The unmapped reads were used to assemble a haustoria-specific transcriptome in Trinity 
for each isolate. The Jaccard clip parameter was tested on two isolates, LNYM and NY1-137. 
Statistical analysis was perforemed (Table 14). The minimum transcript length for all seven 
assemblies was exactly 201 bp; this is the minimum length that the software will return.  The mode 
for all seven assemblies was fairly consistent around 200 bp. In addition, the maximum transcript 
length was approximately 8,700 bp for six of the assemblies; the RoAwmus3 isolate had a 
noticeably smaller maximum length of 5,624 bp. It is important to note the wide range for the 
contig counts among the seven assemblies, from 1,352 transcripts for RoAwmus3 to 26,580 for 
NY1-137 isolate with the Jaccard_clip option. The Jaccard_clip option seemed to have little effect 
on the assemblies as the contig counts, maxmum and minimum lengths, mean and mode all 
remained fairly consistent. 
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Table 14. Haustoria Transcriptome assembly statstics on the 7 hasutroia assemblies of the 5 
isolates. Note the jaccard_clip parameter was only tested on the LNYM and NY1-137 isolates.  
 
 The haustoria transcriptomes of the LNYM and NY1-137 isolates were then aligned to the 
published genome of five isolates, with results nearly identical regardless of which published 
genome was used  (Table 15). On average, 14.9% of the LNYM haustoria transcriptome aligned 
to the five published genomes. The NY113 isolate had a lower maping percentage of only 9.8% 
on average. Moreover, the transcriptomes of LNYM, NY1-137 and Musc4 were querired using 
BLAST against the C-strain published genome (Table 16). Only 15.2% of the LNYM transcripts 
had a significant BLAST hit. Similarly, only 3.0% of NY1-137 and 11.6% of Musc4 transcripts 
had a significant BLAST hit.  
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Table 15. Alignment to Published PM genome. Alignment of LNYM and NY1-137 “haustoria” 
files to the 5 published genome isolates. Note that each isolate contains 6 read files.5 
File Branching Ranch9 Lodi C-strain El-101 
231_LNYM_1 6.6 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.6 
231_LNYM_2 10.9 10.8 10.8 10.9 10.9 
342_LNYM_1 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.1 11.0 
342_LNYM_2 21.6 21.5 21.5 21.7 21.6 
3557_LNYM_1 18.6 18.6 18.6 18.8 18.6 
3557_LNYM_2 21.1 21.0 21.0 21.2 21.0 
AVERAGE 14.97 14.97 14.97 15.07 14.95 
 
File Branching Ranch9 Lodi C-strain El-101 
231_NY1-137_1 9.6 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 
231_NY1-137_2 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 
342_NY1-137_1 17.3 17.2 17.2 17.3 17.2 
342_NY1-137_2 11.5 11.5 11.4 11.5 11.4 
3557_NY1-137_1 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8 
3557_NY1-137_2 10.8 10.7 10.7 10.8 10.7 
AVERAGE 9.87 9.80 9.78 9.83 9.78 
 
 
 
Table 16  BLAST results of haustoria to C-Strain reference genome.  
 LNYM NY1-137 Musc4 
Transcriptome size 13,032 25,746 11,670 
No. of transcripts mapping to C-strain 1,985 776 1,351 
  
 The FastQ Species Detector was run on the read files that did not map to V. vinifera or the 
Mira powdery mildew transcriptome (Figure 10). The majority of reads, 75.2%, had a significant 
BLAST hit to V. vinifera. Less than 1% of reads had a significant BLAST hit to E. necator. Homo 
sapiens accounted for roughly 4% of BLAST hits.   
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Figure 10.  Example output of fastq-species-detector which unifomrly samples 500 reads and 
reports the species associated with the highest e-value. Species relevant to this pathosystem are 
preceded with an asterisk(*). 
 
Species detected in file 231_LNYM_PM_6d_1.bam.fastq 
based on 500 uniformly sampled reads 
-------------------------------------- 
Table below reports the numbers and percentages 
of reads with best BLAST hit to a given species 
-------------------------------------- 
Total number of reads with BLAST hits to nt (e-value<1e-20): 427 
-------------------------------------- 
 
Read distribution over species: 
 
Species       #Reads %Reads 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
*Vitis vinifera      321 75.176 
*Grapevine rupestris stem pitting-associated virus 24 5.621 
Homo sapiens      16 3.747 
*Vitis riparia x Vitis rupestris   4 0.937 
Nymphaea sp. Qiu 91029     4 0.937 
*Vitis aestivalis     4 0.937 
Nelumbo lutea      3 0.703 
Alisma plantago-aquatica    2 0.468 
Moquiniella rubra     2 0.468 
Ptychopetalum petiolatum    2 0.468 
Amborella trichopoda     2 0.468 
Annona muricata      2 0.468 
Acidodontium heteroneuron    2 0.468 
Zea perennis      2 0.468 
Cornus suecica      2 0.468 
Cucumis sativus      2 0.468 
Triglochin maritima     2 0.468 
Bursera simaruba     1 0.234 
Vitis pseudoreticulata     1 0.234 
Vitis riparia      1 0.234 
Ampelocissus thyrsiflora    1 0.234 
Vitis hybrid cultivar     1 0.234 
*Erysiphe necator     1 0.234 
25 non-relevant species, each hit once   25 5.855 
 
Effector protein identification 
 
 Because the original strategy (Figure 5) failed to remove V. vinifera reads (Figure 10), a 
new approach was pursued (Figure 6) first selecting reads that aligned to the C-strain published 
genome5 then aligning to the epiphytic transcriptome. On avergage 8.1% of LNYM reads from six 
paired-end read files (231_1, 231_2, 342_1, 342_2, 3557_1, 3557_2) aligned to the C-strain 
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reference genome5 (Table 17).  Of the reads that did not align, FastQ species detector analysis 
revealed that 95% had a BLAST hit to V. vinifera, and none had a BLAST hit to powdery mildew.    
 
Table 17.  Alignment of LNYM isolate read files to C-strain reference genome. 
 231_1 231_2 342_1 342_2 3557_1 3557_2 
Total reads 2,918,415 2,681,535 8,120,550 29,872,592 5,915,625 24,557,783 
Did not align (%) 94.08 90.77 94.35 90.71 94.59 91.01 
Align rate (%) 5.92 9.23 6.32 10.46 6.12 10.33 
 
 All reads that aligned to the C-strain reference genome were then aligned to the Mira 
assembled epiphytic E. necator transcriptome (Table 18). On average, 95.4% aligned, leaving 
nearly 300,000 reads apparently specific to E. necator LNYM haustoria. These reads matched 
1,968 C-transcripts. 
 
Table 18. Alignment of LNYM isolate to Mira assembled epiphytic transcriptome. 
 231_1 231_2 342_1 342_2 3557_1 3557_2 
Total reads 172,781 247,457 471,282 2,832,540 330,752 2,278,872 
Did not align (%) 4.29 5.08 4.20 4.76 4.45 4.84 
Align rate (%) 95.71 94.92 95.60 95.24 95.55 95.16 
 
A histogram was generated to show transcript length distribution for both the C-strain 
mapped transcripts and the epiphytic transcriptome unmapped transcripts (Figure 11). The 
minimum transcript length for both distributions was 202 bp. Similarly, the maximum distribution 
was the same for both distributions at 14,550 bp.  
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Figure 11. Length distributions of reads mapping to C-strain reference genome (a) and unmapped 
to the Mira assembled transcriptome (b).  
 
 
Table 19. Statistical analysis of length distributions 
 Min.  1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max Mode 
C-strain genome distribution 202 700 1150 1418 1771 14550 580 
Unmapped to transcriptome 
distribution 
202 814 1363 2153 3109 14550 793 
 
Since the length distribution for both the mapped genome reads and the unmapped 
epiphytic reads exhibited a similar distribution (Figure 11, Table 19), analysis was performed to 
determine if the Mira assembled transcriptome was returning complete genes. It was determined 
that some genes were in fact fragmented when compared to the genes in the genome (Figure 12). 
Overall in the Mira assembled epiphytic transcriptome, there were a total of 1,865 partially 
assembled transcripts. The percent coverage was calculated for each transcript to estimate the 
extent to which the transcript was covered by reads, and ranged from 1 to 99% coverage (Figure 
13). There were a total of 475 transcripts in which less than 10% were covered by reads. Of these 
transcripts, 52% were EKA-like proteins.  
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Figure 12. (a) Reads aligning to a portion of a gene. Since the transcriptome does not contain 
this portion, the read appears to be unmapped to the transcriptome. (b) Reads aligning to both the 
reference genome and the transcriptome. Note, this is the same gene (a) is at the 5’ end and (b) is 
a portion at the 3’ end. 
 
 
Figure 13.  Percent of transcript covered by isolated reads not mapping to the epiphytic 
transcriptome.  
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There were 102 transcripts completely absent from the Mira assembled transcriptome; 
these transcripts were shorter than expected distributions based on other annotated transcripts from 
the C-strain genome or based on the Mira assembled epiphytic transcriptome (Figure 14). Of these 
102 transcripts, 55% of them are functionally annotated as EKA-like proteins (Figure 15), and 11 
(11%) had other annotations (Table 20).  
 
 
Figure 14. Density plot for the transcripts absent from the epiphytic transcriptome (red), 
transcripts partially present in the epiphytic transcriptome (blue) and the lengths of all transcripts 
in the genome (green). 
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Figure 15. Distribution of the 102 haustoria-specific transcripts absent in the Mira assembly.  
 
Table 20. Annotations of “other” transcripts (Figure 15). 
Transcript Annotation Putative role Length 
10515.g13865.t1 air1 domain-containing protein RNA degradation 232 
1287.g3957.t1 te1b-like protein transposon integration 394 
3091.g7886.t1 meiosis-specific topoisomerase 
spo11 meiotic recombination 
protein spo11 
double stranded breaks 544 
13096.g14158.t1 Virulence effector effector protein 580 
4045.g9512.t1 CPUR 08852 nucleic acid binding 679 
10353.g13831.t1 CPUR 05440 reverse transcriptase 700 
1743.g5087.t1 Mfs maltose permease transmembrane 
transporter 
838 
1267.g3883.t1 Thaumatin family protein abiotic stress response 868 
6949.g12487.t1 Glycosyl (partial) anchor membrane protein 889 
9544.g13623.t1 Glycosyl (partial) anchor membrane protein 1042 
 
  
There were 33 genes that were annotated as “N/A” or “hypothetical.” A CDS search was 
performed on these gene sequences. An example output is seen in figure 16. Out of the 33 genes, 
only 13 (39%) returned a statistically significant domain with e-values ranging from 10-3 to 10-35 
(Table 21); non-significant transcripts are shown in the appendix. 
55%
10%
24%
11%
Annotation Category
eka-like
NA
hypothetical
other
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Figure 16. Example CDS output in which the FASTA gene query resulted in an associated domain.  
 
Table 21. Domain results of hypothetical or NA annotated genes.  
Contig Domain Result Putative role E-value Accession # 
3061.g7837.t1 RT_nLTR_like transposon integration 8.86E-35 cd01650 
3684.g8910.t1 RNase_H_like super 
family 
transposon integration 6.5E-15 cl14782 
11434.g13999.t1 rve transposon integration 5.08E-10 pfam00665 
9370.g13576.t1 Retrotrans_gag super 
family 
transposon integration 2.07E-5 cl04237 
5614.g11392.t1 rpoC2 RNA polymerase beta subunit 6.25E-5 chl00117 
4572.g10244.t1 ZnF_C2HC zinc finger transcription factor 6.70E-5 smart00343 
2643.g7100.t1 RNase_H_like super 
family 
transposon integration 9.74E-4 cl14782 
3957.g9367.t1 MCM2_N super family DNA replication 1.21E-3 cl13991 
210.g728.t1 uroporphyrinogen-III 
synthase 
Metal binding porphyrin 3.48E-3 prk07168 
3789.g9062.t1 Fib_alpha super family central coiled coil domain 3.62E-3 cl12358 
3301.g8256.t1 Ribosomal_S17 super 
family 
ribosomal protein 3.84E-3 cl00351 
3928.g9328.t1 MSP1_C super family surface protein at interface 5.85E-3 cl09438 
5739.g11539.t1 PMT_2 super family protein glycosylation 8.58E-3 cl21590 
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Discussion 
 
de novo Transcriptome Assembly Evaluation 
 
 The raw G14 reads were evaluated after quality control. Since the majority of Illumina-
flagged, low quality reads were filtered out (97.6%, Table 8), we were confident our quality control 
was successful. The reads were then aligned to the Vitis vinifera genome to ensure that no 
contamination was present. A negligible amount of reads (0.001%) aligned to the grape genome; 
however these reads likely represent genes conserved trans-kingdom, and each aligned better to 
fungal sequences.  Based on these results, we were confident that the sample is pure and proceeded 
with de novo assembly.  
The Trinity assembly without the Jaccard_clip option assembled roughly 84,000 transcripts 
and 26,352 Trinity components (Table 10-f), which can be interpreted as roughly three isoforms 
per gene. When the paired-end reads were aligned back to the transcriptome, the percent of proper 
pairs was high, above 85%. Similarly, the percent of improper pairs was low, less than 0.5% (Table 
9). This is ideal as we want both read pairs to align to a single contig and point toward each other. 
What was concerning, however, was that roughly 140 million clean reads mapped to 919,154,616 
sites (Table 9). Thus, each read mapped to an average of 6.7 sites, signifying inflated mapping, 
most likely the result of uniting two contigs that should remain separate. As a result, the 
Jaccard_clip parameter was utilized.  
 In contrast, the transcriptome assembled with the Jaccard_clip option generated 32,134 
components with only 35,578 transcripts, an average of 1.11 isoforms per gene. Importantly, the 
140 million reads only mapped to 236,218,812 sites (Table 9). This suggests that the Jaccard_clip 
drastically reduced the inflated mapping.  
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Moreover, the N50 value between the two transcriptomes was an interesting comparison. 
An N50 value indicates that at least 50 percent of the assembled length is contained in this size 
contig or larger. The N50 value for the transcriptome without the Jaccard_clip was 3,956bp, 
whereas it was only 640bp with Jaccard_clip. The extremely high value for the transcriptome 
without the Jaccard_clip indicated that distinct transcripts were possibly being combined into one, 
chimeric contig. This information further supports using the Jaccard_clip, as it was designed to 
prevent chimeric assembly of multiple transcripts. 
 Lastly, when more reads were supplied to the Jaccard_clip assembly, the sum of the contig 
lengths decreased 3-fold (Table 10-C, E). This again suggests that the Jaccard_clip was performing 
the necessary assembly modifications as the reduction was most likely the result of separating 
falsely combined fragments and using new reads to combine contigs representing a single gene. 
Thus, out of the six Trinity assemblies, we are confident the transcriptome assembled with all 140 
paired-end reads and the Jaccard_clip option is most accurate. 
 The Jaccard_clip transcriptome was assembled using only 2x100 bp Illumina Hi-Seq reads. 
Illumina, however, has its shortcommings. For example, the read length is on the small end of the 
spectrum for sequencing technologies, as some technologies are able to produce read lengths of 
500 base pairs or more. Moreover, Illumina is regarded as a slightly error prone technology, 
especially on the 3’ (downstream) end.14  In order to be more confident in the assembled 
transcriptome, the Jaccard_clip was compared with a previous assembly that used Mira software 
to assemble 641,601 reads of a normallized cDNA library sequenced on a Roche 454-FLX 
sequencer (Table 11).14 The best Mira assembly yielded 39,686 contigs; this is very close to the 
number of contigs generated with Trinity (35,578). 
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Given the high quality of the aforementioned transcriptomes in Table 11, it was difficult to 
determine the best transcriptome to proceed with as a reference. One possibility could be to merge 
the two transcriptomes; however, there currently is no publically available software to do so. Thus, 
three published gene sequences were aligned to both transcriptomes using BLASTn software 
(Table 12, Figure 8). The assemblies for AY0749341.1 gene were fairly similar, with the Trinity 
assembly using two contigs to cover 3.9% more of the gene than one contig from the Mira 
assembly. In contrast, the Mira assembly perfectly assembled U72658.2 gene with one transcript, 
whereas the Trinity assembly was still unable to assemble 100% in three transcripts. Again for the 
HQ244436.1 gene, Mira marginally assembled a better set of contigs, with three contigs combining 
for a 2.98% higher coverage than the five Trinity contigs. Overall, the Mira assembly appeared to 
be marginally better. This, combined with the fact that the Mira assembly was previously 
annotated, was the reason it was chosen as the best assembly. 
 
Haustoria Transcriptome Assembly Evaluation 
 
 In theory, reads that did not align to the V. vinifera genome nor the epiphytic powdery 
mildew transcriptome would be RNA from the haustoria left in the infected leaf after the nail polish 
peel. At first, this theory seemed to uphold as the majority of reads aligned to V. vinifera, as 
expected (Table 13). Additionally, a significant percentage of reads aligned to the transcriptome. 
What was especially encouraging was the fact that no reads aligned to a known contaminant, 
Pseudozyma flocculosa. Since there appeared to be enough reads remaining, a haustoria 
transcriptome was assembled for each of the five isolates.  
 Upon further analysis to determine which haustoria transcriptome was best, a few results 
appeared problematic. First, the seven assembled haustoria transcriptomes (two isolates were 
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tested with and without the Jaccard_clip) varied drastically in their contig counts (Table 14). This 
was concerning as we would expect a relatively similar contig count amongst the assemblies, 
reflecting a similar number of haustoria-specific genes. Moreover, the mode and minimum of the 
assemblies were 201 bp. This further supported the fact that the assemblies were inaccurate as 
most assembled contigs were close to the minimum value Trinity will return (200).10 Additionally, 
when the read files of the LNYM and NY1-137 isolates were aligned to the five published powdery 
mildew genomes, fewer than 15% of the reads aligned (Table 15). Since the genome covers all of 
the gene space, we would expect nearly all of the reads to align somewhere in the genome. Further, 
the majority of the assembled transcripts did not have a BLAST hit to the C-strain reference 
genome (Table 16).  
 In order to troubleshoot, the FastQ Species Detector was used. Surprisingly, 75% of the 
reads returned with their top BLAST hit to V. vinifera (Figure 10), and nearly all top hits were to 
related members of the Vitaceae or plants in general. This was highly concerning as the grapevine 
reads should have been filtered out in the first step of the pipeline (Figure 5). Additionally, less 
than one percent of reads returned a BLAST hit to any powdery mildew. The problem, however, 
appears to be with the TopHat aligner. The default settings allow for only two mismatches. In other 
words, if a read has three mismatches to the transcript, the read will be considered unmapped. As 
a result, V.vinifera reads may be in the unmapped files if the TopHat settings were too stringent. 
This could easily happen, as we used V. vinifera cv. Chardonnay for these experiments, but the 
reference genome (PN40024) is derived from inbreeding of V. vinifera cv. Pinot Noir. Further, V. 
vinifera is well-known to be highly heterozygous and diverse, averaging approximately 1.6 SNPs 
per 100bp.16  
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 Moreover, powdery mildew is known to have a highly dynamic genome with many 
transposable elements and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).17 If we look at a close relative 
to powdery mildew, barley powdery mildew or Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei, there can be 1.74 
± 1.03 SNPs per kilobase.6,17 Initially, we believed this could help explain why reads were not 
accurately aligning to the powdery mildew reference transcriptome. If, for instance, we are in an 
area of high SNPs and the TopHat aligner only allows for two mismatches, a read would not align 
and would falsely be placed in the unmapped file. However, upon further evaluation, this is not a 
likely cause, as this equates to 0.174 SNPs per 100bp read. Thus, it is still unknown why this initial 
analysis did not return the expected results. We believe that between the highly variable powdery 
mildew genome the stringent aligner criterion and possibly alternative splicing, the proposed 
method did not effectively assemble haustoria specific transcriptomes. Consequently, a new plan 
was devised.  
 
Effector Protein Isolation 
 
 The new plan used alignment to the E. necator C-strain genome and captured 8.1% of the 
total reads; based on previously described results, most of the unmapped reads were likely V. 
vinifera. The mapped reads were then aligned to the epiphytic transcriptome, resulting in 300,000 
unmapped reads (4.6%), which were candidates for being specifically expressed in haustoria.  
Although little is known about the haustoria, we expect to find effector proteins secreted 
that aid in disabling plant defenses and establishing colonization. There are two major types of 
effector families. The first family consists of smaller effector proteins, generally 100 to 150 amino 
acids and generally have a high expression level in the haustoria.18  The second effector family 
consists of larger proteins, typically 300 to 400 amino acids. This family, however, tends to exhibit 
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lower levels of differential expression and is more challenging to study. At first glance, our results 
appeared not to have isolated smaller proteins. Surprisingly, the transcripts from reads unmapped 
to the transcriptome had a higher mean of 2,153 bp and a higher mode of 793 bp compared to the 
genome distribution mean and mode of 1,418 bp and 580 bp, respectively.  
 Upon further investigation, we identified an artifact of the analysis related to the original 
reads that were not mapping to the transcriptome. A more thorough characterization of the number 
of reads mapping to the C-strain reference genome and the number of these reads mapping to the 
transcriptome needed to be executed. We found that the Mira assembled transcriptome contained 
fragment transcripts (Figure 12). Thus, if a transcript was only partially assembled in the 
transcriptome, it could be simultaneously in the mapped to C-strain file and the unmapped to the 
transcriptome file (Figure 13). 
 To address this, partially assembled genes were removed from the unmapped list of 
candidates. As a result, only 102 of 1,968 unmapped genes remained. A density plot was created 
(Figure 14) to illustrate the size distribution of the 102 unmapped genes versus the transcriptome 
and genome. The skewing to the left for the unmapped, isolated transcripts suggested that the 
unmapped genes were in fact smaller than the average length for the genome and transcriptome. 
This aligns with our prediction that the haustoria-specific genes would in fact be smaller effector 
proteins. 
The 102 isolated haustoria-specific genes were grouped by their annotation, and 55% were 
EKA-like effector proteins (Figure 15).  The remaining 45% are either hypothetical, not identified 
or other. EKA-like effectors refer to effectors with similarity to AVRk1 and AVRa10. These effectors 
belong to the aforementioned second effector family and thus correspond to the larger proteins of 
about 300 to 400 amino acids.19 These two avirulence genes were isolated in Blumeria graminis, 
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which as previously mentioned is evolutionarily close to E. necator. While little is still known 
about avirulence genes, it is believed that the fungi alter their AVR genes to avoid plant resistant 
genes, known as R genes.20 It has also been speculated that these AVR genes encode effectors that 
contribute to haustorial establishment. Thus, the fact that we identified 55 EKA-like effectors 
specific to the haustoria further supports that we were able to isolate haustoria-specific genes and 
support the hypothesis that EKA-like effectors play an integral role in the fungi’s ability to 
circumvent basal defense.  
 Since 33 of the isolated genes were annotated as “hypothetical” or “N/A,” a CDS search 
was performed. The majority of genes, 61%, did not result in an associated domain. Of the 10 
genes that did produce a domain hit, the results varied (Table 21). While these results are homology 
based and therefore can be difficult to determine the function, putative roles were assigned. The 
top BLAST-hits were associated with transposable elements (TE) (Table 21). Transposable 
elements comprise a large percentage of the genome, thus allowing the fungus to adapt quickly to 
different environments. For example, the Blumeria graminis genome is comprised of 90% TE. It 
is interesting, however, that we were able to isolate proteins associated with transposon integration 
in the haustoria. Recently in 2009, Sacristan et al. discovered that AVR effectors coevolved with 
a class of LINE-1 retrotransposons. The isolation of retrotransposons with the EKA-like effector 
proteins likely indicate a “mutual benefit to the association, which could ultimately contribute to 
parasite adaptation and success.”20 
 While we predicted we would isolate effector proteins, we also were able to isolate some 
genes without definitive functions. For example, we isolated a gene belonging to the merozoite 
surface protein 1 family (MSP1) with an e-value of 5.85E-3 (Table 21). Merozoite proteins are 
commonly found in Plasmodium species and are used in malaria research. As a result, they are 
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well-studied and likely mediate first interactions between the malaria merozoite and the red blood 
cell.21 We can speculate that this protein is also found at the interface between the plant host and 
powdery mildew, as Plasmodium shares key hallmarks of cell-cell communication with haustorial 
plant pathogens. While the role of this protein is not fully understood in the plasmodium species, 
it is interesting to possibly see it acting in a similar fashion in a different species. Moreover, we 
isolated an unknown gene belonging to the uroporphyrinogen-III synthase domain (Table 21). 
Again, little is known about this protein, however, it is believed to be involved with metal 
binding.22 This is interesting as the haustoria presumably shuttles nutrients from the plant. 
Although hypothetical, we may have isolated an integral nutrient shuttling protein.  
 
Future Work 
 
 The scope of this project was to identify haustoria-specific effector proteins through a novel 
approach. The initial plan, however, did not appear successful as the ‘isolated’ reads did not 
assemble well into a transcriptome. In hindsight, however, we may have been able to extract some 
pertinent information had we proceeded forward with the isolated reads that also mapped to the 
published genome (Table 15), and it would be interesting to test whether the two strategies result 
in the same or different transcripts. In the future, these files will be revisited and further evaluated 
to see if any new genetic information is obtained. More importantly, using the approach shown to 
provide relevant results, the haustoria-specific genes were only isolated from the LNYM isolate. 
Since the bioinformatics analysis appears to be successful, we would like to repeat the workflow 
with the remaining four isolates. This will allow for a unique comparison to see which genes are 
broadly conserved and which are race-specific. Additionally, we would like to re-evaluate the 
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partially assembled transcripts. Since some transcripts are less than 10% assembled, we might be 
able to gain some more useful information from these transcripts.  
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Appendix 
 
List of 102 isolated proteins 
 
Note:  Contig names were all proceeded by _enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_, which was removed for 
presentation here 
 
Gene  length  
En-t5320|EV44_t5320|contig_2207.g6078.t1|---NA--- 223 
En-t4325|EV44_t4325|contig_10515.g13865.t1|air1_domain-containing_protein 232 
En-t3949|EV44_t3949|contig_6095.g11830.t1|eka-like_protein 271 
En-t3844|EV44_t3844|contig_536.g1853.t1|---NA--- 280 
En-t3979|EV44_t3979|contig_820.g2713.t1|eka-like_protein 301 
En-t4185|EV44_t4185|contig_1257.g3864.t1|eka-like_protein 301 
En-t4266|EV44_t4266|contig_3826.g9105.t1|eka-like_protein 301 
En-t3380|EV44_t3380|contig_4967.g10796.t1|---NA--- 313 
En-t3656|EV44_t3656|contig_2643.g7100.t1|hypothetical_protein_PMAA_015440 313 
En-t3530|EV44_t3530|contig_1083.g3447.t1|hypothetical_protein_FOXB_16809 331 
En-t4096|EV44_t4096|contig_1287.g3957.t1|te1b-like_protein 394 
En-t4217|EV44_t4217|contig_6368.g12076.t1|eka-like_protein 406 
En-t5315|EV44_t5315|contig_6398.g12091.t1|---NA--- 415 
En-t4255|EV44_t4255|contig_407.g1421.t1|eka-like_protein 421 
En-t3323|EV44_t3323|contig_3957.g9367.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_A21587,_partial 433 
En-t3687|EV44_t3687|contig_1669.g4900.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_Ac31298 436 
En-t4221|EV44_t4221|contig_13321.g14181.t1|eka-like_protein 457 
En-t4112|EV44_t4112|contig_383.g1334.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_A21587,_partial 469 
En-t3677|EV44_t3677|contig_1815.g5255.t1|eka-like_protein 484 
En-t4091|EV44_t4091|contig_3902.g9267.t1|eka-like_protein 493 
En-t3922|EV44_t3922|contig_111.g304.t1|eka-like_protein 493 
En-t3585|EV44_t3585|contig_4732.g10496.t1|eka-like_protein 511 
En-t3903|EV44_t3903|contig_10694.g13901.t1|eka-like_protein 517 
En-t3612|EV44_t3612|contig_8994.g13464.t1|---NA--- 529 
En-t4030|EV44_t4030|contig_2592.g6987.t1|eka-like_protein 535 
En-t6292|EV44_t6292|contig_745.g2517.t1|eka-like_protein 544 
En-t3287|EV44_t3287|contig_3091.g7886.t1|meiosis-
specific_topoisomerase_spo11_meiotic_recombination_protein_spo11 
544 
En-t3978|EV44_t3978|contig_5762.g11563.t1|hypothetical_protein_BC1G_10461 544 
En-t4116|EV44_t4116|contig_7370.g12753.t1|eka-like_protein 556 
En-t4084|EV44_t4084|contig_13096.g14158.t1|virulence_effector 580 
En-t4247|EV44_t4247|contig_4541.g10201.t1|eka-like_protein 589 
En-t3550|EV44_t3550|contig_970.g3188.t1|eka-like_protein 589 
En-t4305|EV44_t4305|contig_1287.g3959.t1|eka-like_protein 592 
En-t5926|EV44_t5926|contig_3093.g7892.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_Ac30495 592 
En-t4003|EV44_t4003|contig_7036.g12568.t1|eka-like_protein 595 
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En-t3569|EV44_t3569|contig_4725.g10479.t1|---NA--- 604 
En-t3298|EV44_t3298|contig_442.g1613.t1|eka-like_protein 604 
En-t4323|EV44_t4323|contig_2253.g6198.t1|eka-like_protein 607 
En-t4099|EV44_t4099|contig_7424.g12777.t1|eka-like_protein 607 
En-t4309|EV44_t4309|contig_6416.g12111.t1|eka-like_protein 613 
En-t290|EV44_t0290|contig_2306.g6278.t1|eka-like_protein 613 
En-t3491|EV44_t3491|contig_3021.g7764.t1|eka-like_protein 613 
En-t4054|EV44_t4054|contig_1122.g3523.t1|eka-like_protein 625 
En-t3435|EV44_t3435|contig_2163.g6026.t1|eka-like_protein 628 
En-t4330|EV44_t4330|contig_3532.g8644.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_Ac30495 637 
En-t3845|EV44_t3845|contig_744.g2510.t1|hypothetical_protein_PTT_09727 637 
En-t3644|EV44_t3644|contig_9136.g13510.t1|hypothetical_protein_TSTA_081180 649 
En-t4345|EV44_t4345|contig_1211.g3745.t1|eka-like_protein 649 
En-t3818|EV44_t3818|contig_4045.g9512.t1|uncharacterized_protein_CPUR_08852 679 
En-t3213|EV44_t3213|contig_2308.g6286.t1|eka-like_protein 682 
En-t3243|EV44_t3243|contig_10353.g13831.t1|uncharacterized_protein_CPUR_05440 700 
En-t238|EV44_t0238|contig_215.g746.t1|eka-like_protein 721 
En-t4104|EV44_t4104|contig_5487.g11274.t1|eka-like_protein 721 
En-t4022|EV44_t4022|contig_7424.g12776.t1|eka-like_protein 724 
En-t4026|EV44_t4026|contig_1493.g4447.t1|eka-like_protein 724 
En-t3884|EV44_t3884|contig_12283.g14093.t1|eka-like_protein 730 
En-t3151|EV44_t3151|contig_3928.g9318.t1|---NA--- 736 
En-t3666|EV44_t3666|contig_3061.g7837.t1|hypothetical_protein_SS1G_12122 745 
En-t3967|EV44_t3967|contig_8598.g13321.t1|eka-like_protein 745 
En-t3836|EV44_t3836|contig_101.g268.t1|eka-like_protein 784 
En-t3510|EV44_t3510|contig_3301.g8264.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_Ac31345 817 
En-t1835|EV44_t1835|contig_920.g2966.t1|---NA--- 817 
En-t4129|EV44_t4129|contig_1743.g5087.t1|mfs_maltose_permease 838 
En-t3866|EV44_t3866|contig_210.g728.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_4358 841 
En-t3138|EV44_t3138|contig_4337.g9913.t1|hypothetical_protein 859 
En-t5481|EV44_t5481|contig_1267.g3883.t1|thaumatin_family_protein 868 
En-t3911|EV44_t3911|contig_2444.g6634.t1|eka-like_protein 874 
En-t3669|EV44_t3669|contig_6949.g12497.t1|glycosyl_partial 889 
En-t3946|EV44_t3946|contig_36.g86.t1|eka-like_protein 898 
En-t4184|EV44_t4184|contig_7673.g12905.t1|eka-like_protein 928 
En-t3572|EV44_t3572|contig_3684.g8910.t1|hypothetical_protein_BcDW1_4798 928 
En-t6102|EV44_t6102|contig_4556.g10221.t1|hypothetical_protein_BC1G_11985 940 
En-t3124|EV44_t3124|contig_3417.g8442.t1|eka-like_protein 946 
En-t4145|EV44_t4145|contig_5545.g11326.t1|hypothetical_protein_PMAA_065310 949 
En-t3756|EV44_t3756|contig_794.g2630.t1|Bgh_hypothetical_protein 949 
En-t3253|EV44_t3253|contig_5739.g11539.t1|---NA--- 949 
En-
t3357|EV44_t3357|contig_4916.g10729.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGHDH14_bghG004010000003001 
970 
En-t4195|EV44_t4195|contig_4541.g10202.t1|eka-like_protein 973 
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En-t4354|EV44_t4354|contig_4077.g9554.t1|eka-like_protein 973 
En-t4039|EV44_t4039|contig_8764.g13379.t1|glycosyl_transferase 982 
En-t4001|EV44_t4001|contig_315.g1135.t1|eka-like_protein 982 
En-t4274|EV44_t4274|contig_2547.g6892.t1|eka-like_protein 985 
En-t6052|EV44_t6052|contig_3789.g9062.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_4771 1018 
En-t3599|EV44_t3599|contig_3834.g9109.t1|eka-like_protein 1024 
En-t4214|EV44_t4214|contig_1158.g3607.t1|eka-like_protein 1042 
En-t3561|EV44_t3561|contig_9544.g13623.t1|glycosyl_partial 1042 
En-t4355|EV44_t4355|contig_4540.g10198.t1|eka-like_protein 1051 
En-t3856|EV44_t3856|contig_11434.g13999.t1|hypothetical_protein_BC1G_11193 1057 
En-t4294|EV44_t4294|contig_5488.g11277.t1|eka-like_protein 1066 
En-t1792|EV44_t1792|contig_9370.g13576.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_A21587,_partial 1081 
En-t3779|EV44_t3779|contig_1831.g5294.t1|eka-like_protein 1090 
En-t4163|EV44_t4163|contig_4306.g9875.t1|eka-like_protein 1114 
En-t4167|EV44_t4167|contig_9992.g13736.t1|eka-like_protein 1120 
En-t4319|EV44_t4319|contig_254.g935.t1|eka-like_protein 1141 
En-t5495|EV44_t5495|contig_817.g2699.t1|eka-like_protein 1168 
En-t3440|EV44_t3440|contig_2444.g6643.t1|eka-like_protein 1273 
En-t3803|EV44_t3803|contig_138.g429.t1|eka-like_protein 1306 
En-t3857|EV44_t3857|contig_1643.g4810.t1|eka-like_protein 1477 
En-t5497|EV44_t5497|contig_4572.g10244.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGHDH14_bgh00419 1495 
En-t3797|EV44_t3797|contig_1272.g3903.t1|predicted_protein 1633 
En-t6373|EV44_t6373|contig_1160.g3614.t1|hypothetical_protein_BC1G_08146 1819 
En-t5492|EV44_t5492|contig_5614.g11392.t1|hypothetical_protein_SS1G_13429 1831 
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CDS Domain Search Results  
Results for 33 genes that were annotated as “N/A” or “hypothetical.” 
 
 
 
Query Domain E-value Acession
>En-t4112|EV44_t4112|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_383.g1334.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_A21587,_partial N/A
>En-t3530|EV44_t3530|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_1083.g3447.t1|hypothetical_protein_FOXB_16809 N/A
>En-t1835|EV44_t1835|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_920.g2966.t1|---NA--- N/A
>En-t5926|EV44_t5926|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_3093.g7892.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_Ac30495 N/A
>En-t6052|EV44_t6052|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_3789.g9062.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_4771 Fib_alpha super famil 3.62E-03 cl12358
>En-t5320|EV44_t5320|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_2207.g6078.t1|---NA--- N/A
>En-t3357|EV44_t3357|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_4916.g10729.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGHDH14_bghG004010000003001 N/A
>En-t3656|EV44_t3656|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_2643.g7100.t1|hypothetical_protein_PMAA_015440 RNase_H_like super family 9.74E-04 cl14782
>En-t3253|EV44_t3253|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_5739.g11539.t1|---NA--- PMT_2 super family 8.58E-03 cl21590
>En-t3644|EV44_t3644|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_9136.g13510.t1|hypothetical_protein_TSTA_081180 N/A
>En-t6102|EV44_t6102|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_4556.g10221.t1|hypothetical_protein_BC1G_11985 N/A
>En-t3844|EV44_t3844|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_536.g1853.t1|---NA--- N/A
>En-t3510|EV44_t3510|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_3301.g8264.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_Ac31345 Ribosomal_S17 super family 3.84E-03 cl00351
>En-t3856|EV44_t3856|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_11434.g13999.t1|hypothetical_protein_BC1G_11193 rve 5.08E-10 pfam00665
>En-t3323|EV44_t3323|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_3957.g9367.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_A21587,_partial MCM2_N super family 1.21E-03 cl13991
>En-t4330|EV44_t4330|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_3532.g8644.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_Ac30495 N/A
>En-t3845|EV44_t3845|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_744.g2510.t1|hypothetical_protein_PTT_09727 N/A
>En-t1792|EV44_t1792|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_9370.g13576.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_A21587,_partial Retrotrans_gag super family 2.07E-05 cl04237
>En-t3380|EV44_t3380|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_4967.g10796.t1|---NA--- N/A
>En-t3569|EV44_t3569|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_4725.g10479.t1|---NA--- N/A
>En-t3666|EV44_t3666|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_3061.g7837.t1|hypothetical_protein_SS1G_12122 RT_nLTR_like 8.86E-35 cd01650
>En-t6373|EV44_t6373|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_1160.g3614.t1|hypothetical_protein_BC1G_08146 N/A
>En-t3866|EV44_t3866|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_210.g728.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_4358 PRK07168 3.48E-03 prk07268
>En-t3572|EV44_t3572|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_3684.g8910.t1|hypothetical_protein_BcDW1_4798 RNase_H_like super family 6.50E-15 cl14782
>En-t3151|EV44_t3151|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_3928.g9318.t1|---NA--- MSP1_C super family 5.85E-03 cl09438
>En-t5492|EV44_t5492|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_5614.g11392.t1|hypothetical_protein_SS1G_13429 rpoC2 6.25E-05 chl00117
>En-t4145|EV44_t4145|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_5545.g11326.t1|hypothetical_protein_PMAA_065310 N/A
>En-t5315|EV44_t5315|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_6398.g12091.t1|---NA--- N/A
>En-t5497|EV44_t5497|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_4572.g10244.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGHDH14_bgh00419 ZnF_C2HC 6.70E-05 smart00343
>En-t3612|EV44_t3612|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_8994.g13464.t1|---NA--- N/A
>En-t3138|EV44_t3138|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_4337.g9913.t1|hypothetical_protein N/A
>En-t3978|EV44_t3978|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_5762.g11563.t1|hypothetical_protein_BC1G_10461 N/A
>En-t3687|EV44_t3687|_enecator-c-strain-clc-b244-w64_contig_1669.g4900.t1|hypothetical_protein_BGT96224_Ac31298 N/A
